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                         CA 625 mkIII            
Two way floorstanding speaker 
 

 
Since 2008 we are designing a range of new DIY models 
based on the new line of MOREL drive units. This CA 625 
was the the first one we started with in 2008.  
We used a 6” woofer and the best tweeter, both from the 
new Classic Advanced range. 
The woofer is now equipped with an Aluminium diecast 
chassis. The well known tweeter and dito reputation 
became a slightly changed faceplate resulting in a better 
off-axis response. 
 
This CA 625 will bring a lot of building and listening 
pleasure to a wide range of audiophile builders and 
listeners. It brings you the “easy-listening” sound Morel is 
known for. 
With this redesigned mkIII version we solved the small 
problem where spoken voices sometimes sounded a bit  
“thin”. At the same time it is less work to build it. 

 
 
Introduction 
With the introduction at CES 2008 of a wide new range of 
MOREL drive units, it finally became possible to design a 
wide range of modern speakers. We took the challenge and 
this CA 625 is one of our most cost effective high-end 
answers using a 6”woofer, beeing the construction of an 
easy to build, but high quality speaker. It should become a 
well known and often built DIY model, so we priced it 
acceptable low compared to the given quality. Only time will 
tell if we succeeded. 
 
We only use six panels and some ribs inside to strengthen 
the 22mm MDFT panels. At the same time they form a zig-
zag labyrinth, preventing standing waves inside the box.  
A new 16cm (6”) woofer in an alu diecast open basket is 
assisted by the best 28mm softdome tweeter in this range. 
We decided for high quality crossover components in a 
simple 6/6dB serial crossover. Due to the few components 
used, this is not only quit cheap, but has also a very linear 
phase behaviour which is noticed at ones while listening to 
this model. We choose a crossing point at 2400Hz.  
The enclosure is calculated at 23 liters net.  
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The units 
For the woofer we use the only available 6” model in the new 
“Classic Advanced” range, the CAW 638, beeing the 
successor of the well known MW-166 and MW-168. With the 
new diecast aluminium Uniflow basket the unit breeths a lot 
better as the former models with steel baskets did. These 
former models only left little room to breeth after mounted 
in a baffle.  
The new unit shows even it’s anatomy; actually you can see 
the voicecoil due to the External Voice Coil 
(EVC) principle, where the magnets are 
mounted inside the gigantic 75mm 
aluminium Hexatech coil with hexagonal 
wire. The produced heat is moving away 
from the inner magnet system, with the 
result that it hardly ever will compress the 
sound. Small holes in the former even 
cause an air flow through the open pole 
center to increase cooling. 

 
All new MOREL woofers use parameters to meet today’s demands and you can build modern slim 
designs with it. The parameters of this CAW 638 are choosen in a way that you can use it in a 
vented 23 liter cabinet as in this CA 625 and CA 624, as well for a sealed enclosure of 9,5 liter, 
using typical damping as we do in our CA 620 and our CA 621.  
 

The tweeter CAT 328-104 is a modified MDT-32s, one of the few 
“stayers” over time. Finally it comes in the international used Ø 
104mm size. The surface is milled as a so called IDR faceplate in order 
to improve the dispersion pattern. 
By the way, also the successors of the well known MDT-29 (CAT 298), 
MDT-33 (ET 338-104) and Supreme tweeter (ST 1048) are available in 
this size now.   
Through the fine silk 28mm handcoated dome you can see the 
effective damping and the cavity into the rear chamber. This model is 
equipped with a 28mm Hexatech voicecoil, resulting in a very fast 
transient response and high load capacity. It is running from 1800 Hz 
up, without any serious spikes and dips. Due to the new designed 
IDR- faceplate the off-axis response increased compared to the 
former model MDT-32s. known for over 30 years as one of the most 

natural sounding tweeters available. 
 
The cabinet 
With a width of 20cm and a height of 101cm this design finds it’s place in any living room.  
Like in most of our designs we use the “golden number” (1,61803….), in the width/depth/height 
of the speaker, location of the units, port and shape and position of the inner ribs. 
Side and top/bottom panel are angled 45º, so they fit perfectly without visible sides of the 22mm 
MDFT. By milling the inside back edge 7/22mm, the back panel will fit exactly. 
The 22mm MDFT baffle is milled on both sides. At the back we milled it 4/22mm all around. This 
way the side panels can be positioned quite easy without slipping while the glue is drying. At the 
frontside both units are sunk for a clean sound and looks. The edges can be rounded with a fraise 
or angled by 60º as in our prototype picture and the panels we supply in our panel kit.  
The backpanel sinks inside the side and toppanels and could hold the terminal. 
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Behind the woofer a 45º tilted panel forces the air waves down in the box, where they are 
efficiently damped by our TWARON Angel Hair and a zig-zag labyrinth formed by the inner ribs. 
The port looks quite large, but this is caused by the large “trumpet” opening of the port, which 
has a diameter of 60mm actually. In this mkII version we changed port structure and shape of the 
inner ribs, solving the “thin” sound of spoken voices we sometimes noticed. 
The open bottom compartiment is meant for mounting of the Mundorf quality crossover 
components for easy assembling (and adjustment if you like….).  
 
The crossover 
Our designer has the opinion that in combination with MOREL units most simple crossovers bring 
the best musical results. We mostly just listen and listen and…. while tweaking our designs.  
Doing so made us decide that we had to change this design again in order to bring you the full 
capacity of the units. Beside the change of port and inner ribs we also altered the crossover 
(values of R2/R3) a bit in this mkII version.  
We used a simple 6/6dB crossover and to increase phase linearity even more, it became a serial 
crossover. The 6/6dB (L1, resp. C1+C2) filter is crossed acoustically at 2400Hz.  Resistors R2/R3 
bring down tweeter efficiency to the level of the woofer, beiing 87dB. 
For a correct functioning this type of crossover must “see” a flat impedance load in the woofer 
and tweeter circuits. To gain this we added some circuits parallel to the woofer (C3/R1) and the 
tweeter (R5/C5), preventing rise of impedantie with frequency. Besides that a circuit (R4/C4/L2) 
counteracts the tweeter behaviour around the resonance frequency of 780Hz.   
For proper functioning the acoustic –3dB points must be exactly the same. This is the basic reason 
why this crossover is hardly used, since with just “tweaking” you will not get proper results or 
spend way to much time in designing. All known software just calculate the electronic –3dB 
points of the crossover section, disregarding the acoustic output of the drivers used and appeared 
to be useless while using this type of crossover. Therefore we made our own software, where we 
enter all driver impedance and frequency data and all crossover parts values and try to find an 
acoustic crossing point bringing best results for the purpose. The value of L1 (L140 type) is set 
first, since we need to use the E12 range, while we can add a small capacitor (C2, ME) to the basic 
HP capacitor C1 (ME). In this type of crossover all parts influence each other, so we enter/alter 
values of correction networks one by one in order to get a nearly flat impedance result as well. 
Practice showed that our software works right after some “bugs” were removed while comparing 
theory and practice in several of our models.  
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The damping 
After listening for hours (again) we believed we had to fill 15 grams of our TWARON Angel Hair 
behind the woofer and 10 grams in the first lower section.  

Twaron Angel Hair is made of extremely thin 
synthetic wire, which is made “woollike” elastic due 
to a special process. In the picture it is compared 
with a human hair. As you can see it is a very open 
material, resulting in a very wideband and efficient 
damping material. 20 grams brings similar damping 
in the midrange as 100 grams of sheepwool, but the 
range of TWARON is much more effective in the 
lower ranges. While using it you will also find out 
that small signal response, like echo’s of a room or 
mechanical noises of instruments will be noticed 
much more. You are simply more “there”.  
It is permanent elastic and it stay’s in place forever. 

To dampen cabinet panel resonances you could use our Royale 700 rubber damping mats. This is 
not only heavy (3,5kg/m²), but has a rough surface, resulting in an even more clean sound.  
 
Note: 
We listened to the CA 625 for a year as you would do in regular life. With this mkIII version we 
reached the typical MOREL feeling, meaning that we wanted to listen, and listen, and……. 
 
 
 
We only use professional MDFT (Topan) in our panelkits. The surface is much smoother compared 
to regular MDF and edges are rasorknife sharp, so be carefull. 
 
 
Kits and components can be ordered at our dealers or through our webshop. 
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